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QUESTION 1

When submitting Amazon SageMaker training jobs using one of the built-in algorithms, which common parameters
MUST be specified? (Select THREE.) 

A. The training channel identifying the location of training data on an Amazon S3 bucket. 

B. The validation channel identifying the location of validation data on an Amazon S3 bucket. 

C. The 1AM role that Amazon SageMaker can assume to perform tasks on behalf of the users. 

D. Hyperparameters in a JSON array as documented for the algorithm used. 

E. The Amazon EC2 instance class specifying whether training will be run using CPU or GPU. 

F. The output path specifying where on an Amazon S3 bucket the trained model will persist. 

Correct Answer: AEF 

 

QUESTION 2

A Machine Learning Specialist is creating a new natural language processing application that processes a dataset
comprised of 1 million sentences. The aim is to then run Word2Vec to generate embeddings of the sentences and
enable 

different types of predictions. 

Here is an example from the dataset: 

"The quck BROWN FOX jumps over the lazy dog." 

Which of the following are the operations the Specialist needs to perform to correctly sanitize and prepare the data in a
repeatable manner? (Choose three.) 

A. Perform part-of-speech tagging and keep the action verb and the nouns only 

B. Normalize all words by making the sentence lowercase 

C. Remove stop words using an English stopword dictionary. 

D. Correct the typography on "quck" to "quick." 

E. One-hot encode all words in the sentence 

F. Tokenize the sentence into words. 

Correct Answer: BCF 

 

 

QUESTION 3
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A Machine Learning Specialist needs to move and transform data in preparation for training. Some of the data needs to
be processed in near-real time, and other data can be moved hourly. There are existing Amazon EMR MapReduce jobs
to clean and feature engineering to perform on the data. 

Which of the following services can feed data to the MapReduce jobs? (Choose two.) 

A. AWSDMS 

B. Amazon Kinesis 

C. AWS Data Pipeline 

D. Amazon Athena 

E. Amazon ES 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Amazon Connect has recently been tolled out across a company as a contact call center The solution has been
configured to store voice call recordings on Amazon S3 The content of the voice calls are being analyzed for the
incidents being discussed by the call operators Amazon Transcribe is being used to convert the audio to text, and the
output is stored on Amazon S3 Which approach will provide the information required for further analysis? 

A. Use Amazon Comprehend with the transcribed files to build the key topics 

B. Use Amazon Translate with the transcribed files to train and build a model for the key topics 

C. Use the AWS Deep Learning AMI with Gluon Semantic Segmentation on the transcribed files to train and build a
model for the key topics 

D. Use the Amazon SageMaker k-Nearest-Neighbors (kNN) algorithm on the transcribed files to generate a word
embeddings dictionary for the key topics 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A company wants to classify user behavior as either fraudulent or normal. Based on internal research, a Machine
Learning Specialist would like to build a binary classifier based on two features: age of account and transaction month.
The class distribution for these features is illustrated in the figure provided. 
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Based on this information, which model would have the HIGHEST recall with respect to the fraudulent class? 

A. Decision tree 

B. Linear support vector machine (SVM) 

C. Naive Bayesian classifier 

D. Single Perceptron with sigmoidal activation function 

Correct Answer: C 
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